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Summarv - 

The present work describes the principle, structure 

and experimental results 0: a side extraction PIG ion 

source with permanent magnetic mirror type field. The 

source is light and handy with low power consumption 

and high ionization efficiency. In the experiments 

using BF 3 M2 and Ar, totai beam curren:; of 1-2 me SW 

>e n.?i,?ilI,: 1 ~itll 50-150 watt arc power. The relative 

yields cf 'lB+, l&N+, 4oAr2+, "B2+ and “$I*+ are 

50-501, 70-@Xi, *O-30%, 5% and 7% that of total beam, 

respectively. 1193+, 1LW and LO&+ are also mea- 

surable. In addition, a mu!-l,ic?.ti!c,ic -id- oxtra&ion 

PIG ion source has been doveloped, in which a new 

extracting way called ACT (@node-cathode-extraction 

electrode) are used. 

introduction 

The side extraction PIG ion source is important 

one of the multiply charged ion sources. However, 

high power consumption, big and heavy electromagnet for 

producing high enough magn.ri,ic field limit its applica- 

tion. In addition, the magw?tAc field distribution of 

this kind of ion source need improve also (1, 2, 3). 

In order to simplify the structure of the side cxtrac- 

tion PIG ion source, and improve its functions so that 

its application can be extanded, we probed into the 

form of the magnetic field distribution. A small sized 

cold cathode PIS ion source with side extraction has 

been developed. The magnetic mirror type field of the 

source is produced by SmCo permanent magnet (4, 5). 

Therefore the source i‘s light and handy with low power 

consumption and high ionization efficiency. Single and 

mu;l.tiply charged ions can be extracted from the source, 

and total beam of l-2 ma can be obtained with 50-150 

watt arc power. The source can be easily used in small 

accelerators and ion implantors. 

Principle of the ion source 

The schematic diagram of the source principle and 

the inhomogeneous magnetic field along the central axis 

of the discharge chamber are sholm in Fig.l. The 

operation pri.ncip1.e of the ion source is similar to 

that of :he conventional side extraction PIG ion source, 

but the magnetic field form is different. Actually, 

the magnetic mirror field procuced in the ion source 

by oermsnent magnet, and the charged particles are 

compressed bot!l in radial and axial direction, con- 

sequently the electron escape decreases and the 

ionization efficiency increases and the plasma Dro- 

duced by discharg? can be compressed into the week 

magnetic field zone (i. I?. near the anode extraction 

hole). ?here the successive ionization and ion 

density are enhanced. It is thus favourable for 
increasing the yields of atom or multiply charged ion 

as well as the extracted beam currant density. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of ion source principle 
and distribution magnei, fieid on axial 

Magnetic field of the icn source 

The real magnetic field distribution of the source, 

as shown in Kg.2, is produced by 30x30 mm SmCo per- 

manent magnet. Fig.2 (a) shows the field measured on 

the axis(r=O) and at the wall of arc chamber;r=& mmj, 

respectively. in which Bo, Bm and Bc are the axial 

magnetic field strength at the center, two ends of 

discharge chamber and near by cathode surfaces, res- 
pectively. Fig.2 [b) shows field measured along ttc 

radial of cathode surface. The results of our 

experiment showed that this field distribution is 

better than in Fig.1. 

Structure of the ion source 

The structure of the ion source is shown in fig.3. 

The contour of the source is 130x80~60 mm. 3lC 
discharge chamber is a graphite cylinder of 8x70 mm 

with a@2-3 mm extraction hole. The cathodes are 

hB6 disks Of+6 mm. The experiments show that iTaB 

cathodes have good eiectron emission, anti-poisoning 

and anti-sputtering, so it is one of the best cathode 

materials for tlhis source. 
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~11~: ?ierce extraction sjrstem is adopted and two 

;ia;:s of extraction for the source arc Sated. one of 

tiixm is ncrmd as shoun in fi g.1, Ihc ot)tr 1' 1,11i ; .q 

ca"td AZ:: (~odc-cathsdc-extractior. -Inctro?:) 

-xtraction utich is shown in 7ig.4.. !:ith ACE extrac- 

tion on;- can simp?ifg the sourc= structure ant1 adopt 

xul?,i-cathc<c in the source. '%c experimental i-esui_ts 

indicated that the ef. I'ects of the two extractions are 

simiiar (6). 
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fig. 2 Zeal magnetic field distribution, (a) 

measure. field on the axis(r=O) and at the 

wall of arc chamber (r-4 mm), (b) measured 

field along -the radius of cathode surface 

Fig. 3 ionstruction of the Fig. 4 Schematic 

ion source diagram of ACE 

extraction vay 

The exbsrimental results 

IIsin,: hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, borontrifluoride 

and argon as Liccharge gas, we have: got some typical 

rcrults ~houn as tabl:. (I), (2) and ~ig.5,6 in our 

test bench. In tab182 3 some results are given from 

thi dourct: In 2 2CCKv ion implantor. Normally beam 

current density of this type of source is about lOO- 

300 ma/cm2. Aarc, the energy spread of the ion beam 

1 . from tnis so'urce is about 53ev. The cathode ii.fetim+= 

is more than 50 hours except using RF3 as discharge 

gas. The results of Ins mentioned above :h?ave been got 

in cur test bench at the extraction voltage V-x=20-25K:i 

and the system transmission sffici-?ncy of abou+ 40-50x. 

lising similar source structure J.Vu (7) has goT better 

results (tsble 4) in the iaboratory of IKF',F.R. 

Germanjr. The main differences in the experimental 

ccnditions are such that hc used a test bench with high 

transmission efficiency till 80% and 3OKV extraction 

voltage. 

Table II The parcantags or single md two chnrgsd ion 
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oas H* 1 He A2 
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1 BF3 Ar 
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Tabla III Target ion DE-Tent ol Implantor with the ioa ctource 

OS.9 100 "8 IS PS ".3X I"+ Jlh 

'KV nl Y IKV I 2 7 

EFJ "B"t 0.66: *oc 112 20 310 

112 ,4.p+ 0.5. 85 42.5 20 ,oo '3 0.: 



800 to 1500 Gauss $hr SOW-W can work stably. Some 
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Fig.6 Mass spectra of I<,(a) and BF3(b) 

The sxperimcntal results indicate that. the source 

nas higher ionization and extraction efficiency. The 

percentage of atom ions or mu!.tiply chmged ions in 

the~sou:c~ is much higher than that in the other ion 

sources wit:1 10~ power consumption. 'l'hc b-am current 

densit;i in thy source is higher too than tnat in con- 

v:ntional side extraction F%G ion sour," (8). 

In the experiments we found out that the magnetic 

field distribution nnar by cathode surfac? play a 

major roie :-or the zschargc state, but the magnetic 

firld strecgth 9 
0 

in the middle of disc:?argc chamber 

is not sensitivity for discharge sta-te. 'lith go from 

discussions of the experimental. r-s&s of the source 

are given in detail in refcroncrs (9,lO). 

!lOW, we are studying a side -xtraction PIG ion 

source vith multi-cathode. The rrsu.lts of preliminary 
cxpcrimonts a3 satisfactory. In this source cathodes 
can be casiiy changed without destroying thz vacuum 

of discharge chamber. It will bP favourable for 
increasing lifetime of the source. 

Conclusions 

2s have bepn studying side Fxtraction PIG ion 
source with permanent magnet for a few yrars. The 
pxperimcnts show that the influence of The magnetic 

field distribution is very important in the source 

op?i-ation. One shouid pay attention to mameticfield 

form nearby cathode surface especially, and research 
and optimization on ths magnetic field of the source 
may be a effective way fcr improving the performance 

of the side extraction PIG ion source. The side 
extraction PIG ion source b;ith permanent magnet can be 

used in many places because it is light and handy with 

losr power consumption and high ionization efficiency. 

mrther improvement is stil!. on the way. 
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